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OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED
November 30 - December 12, 2017
Dear Collector friends,
Thank you so much for the business you have
given me during this past year. I hope we were
able to help you add some very desirable items to
your collection and hope we can do so again in the
coming year.
Sally and I like to wish you and yours Merry
Christmas, Prettige Kerstdagen, Season's
Greetings & Happy Holidays as well as our Best
wishes for a Healthy & Happy New Year.

NBV1-8*NH - 1958 New Brunswick Vacation Pay
complete mint never hinged set 1c - $5.
Last time I offered a similar set was exactly 1 year ago and was
only the 5th set I had seen in 47 years. To my surprise I was just
able to buy a few sets and singles that had been tucked away
in a drawer for the last 40 years. Catalogue value is $531.25.
Last year I sold similar set for $395.
Complete set NBV1-8*NH for only - $375 (±US$300)

A few mint never hinged singles available
cat # description............C$........US$
NBV1 1c grey............. 9.38...... 7.50
NBV2 2c brown......... 11.88...... 9.50
NBV4 10c green......... 33.25.... 26.60
NBV5 25c orange....... 38.00.... 30.40
NBV6 50c blue............ 47.50.... 38.00
NBV7 $1 red............. 80.75.... 64.60
NBV8 $5 purple...... 166.25.. 133.00

It is 20% cheaper to buy stamps in Canada.
Your US$100 will get you C$125
worth of stamps here in Canada.
We do no charge buyer commissions
or other fees.
I have purchased a lot of new interesting material
which is going to be offered in my electronic price
lists & ReveNews in the coming year.
If you do not use computers nor the internet
please contact me to place you on our postal
mailing list for the next ReveNews - This FREE
service is available to active buyers only.
(my actual colour printing cost is about $6 per
newsletter + postage .85 in Canada, $1.20 USA,
$2.95 overseas.) To put this same newsletter on my
website costs me 0. This is why we can no longer
afford to mail thousands of newsletters through the
post office. If you make a minimum $35 purchase
from this ReveNews you will automatically receive
the next issue.. Thanks.
INTERNET PRICELISTS #75 was recently posted
on our website. Sign up on-line to our electronic
mailing list to receive notice of latest internet pricelists
& newsletters. We publish fully illustrated internet
price lists on a regular basis as well as the very
popular ReveNews. You subscribe/unsubscribe to
our electronic mailing list directly on our website.
Please keep your email address current.

www.canadarevenuestamps.com
Currently C$100 = ±US$80 or US$100 = ±C$125

FREE SHIPPING - until January 15, 2018
ON ORDERS OVER $100.
Some exceptions apply - on catalogs,
albums, books, bulky lots, etc.

visit

CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
for all your revenue stamp needs

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

FWM54 - 2 different large DIE PROOFS die sunk on card - ex SELBY.
A note in his collection stated these are unique.
Die Proof on left 4¾" x 9" is finished die proof with die number + American Bank note Co, Ottawa
imprint below stamp design.Die Proof on the right 6" x 9" without die number + without banknote company
imprint below the stamp. Card shows printer pinholes along the edges from the pins that held down the card
while proof being printed. It is very unusual to see these as they have usually been trimmed off. Edward VII
Die proof material is Extremely Rare. Two spectacular Die Proofs - $3495 (±US$2796)

FWT12b - 8c black
squares precancel.
Incredible copy
without usual faults.
$600 (±US$480)

Nova Scotia Cape Breton Law Stamps - NSC12 - 15 complete.
1904 NSC12* - 25c mint original gum, NSC13 - 50c used, 1922 NSC14 - 25c
NSC15 - 50c both used on piece. Very scarce set. Cat. $1375 - $750 (±US$600)

Purchase $500 or more from this ReveNews and receive FREE - 4 VOLUME Canada revenue
stamp album set ($200 retail value) - you only pay for shipping - package weighs 15 lbs.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA - BILL STAMPS overprinted “N.S.”
Due to a very attractive recent purchase from one of my Nova Scotia clients I am able to offer a
fantastic selection of these elusive stamps. Very attractive pricing at way below normal market
prices. All are used, typical centering with usual pen cancel and all perfs intact.
Have a few available with very scarce hand stamped cancel, very limited supply.

Payment with order please, interest free
payment terms may be arranged on large
purchases.
Prices in Canadian $, unless noted otherwise.
MINIMUM ORDER - $35
Cdn $100 = ± US$80 or US$100 = ± C$125
Rate fluctuates continually.

POSTAGE & PACKING

rates shown are for standard size items.
Larger & bulky items such as full sheets, panes,
collections, etc. will be charged at cost.
Orders under $100 - to Canada add $2,
to USA add $3, all other countries $5
ORDERS $250 and up
Registered Mail to Canada $12, Overseas - $25
Registered mail to USA has been replaced by
Expresspost - $25 to USA,

Expresspost Canada rate depends on location $12 (regional) or $18 (national)
On orders over $500

We pay shipping worldwide.

Registered, Express, Priority & Fedex shipments
are covered by our insurance policy.
Credit card transactions processed in Cdn $
Your credit card company will convert
to your currency.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Immediate Refund - for items sold out.
Refunds under $10 - will be made in mint
Canadian postage stamps at face value,

Canadian Customers - add 5% GST
Maritime & Ontario - add 13% HST

Items purchased on payment plan are shipped
once payment in full has been received.

cat #

face

details

used
normal paper

NSB1

1c

brown

5.50

2.75

11.00

6.05

7.50

NSB3

2c

orange

5.50

2.75

11.00

6.05

7.50

NSB4

3c

green

5.50

2.75

11.00

6.05

7.50

NSB5

4c

brown

15.00

7.50

30.00

16.50

20.00

NSB6

5c

orange

15.00

7.50

30.00

16.50

20.00

NSB7

6c

green

9.00

4.50

18.00

9.90

12.15

NSB8

7c

orange

60.00

30.00

120.00

66.00

NSB9

8c

brown

40.00

20.00

80.00

44.00

75.00

NSB10

9c

green

7.50

3.75

15.00

8.25

11.25

NSB11

10c

blue

7.50

3.75

15.00

8.25

11.25

cat value

used
pelure thin paper

stamped
cancel

cat value

NSB12

20c

blue

10.00

5.00

20.00

11. 00

15.00

NSB12a

20c

rough
perf 12.5

375.00

187.50

--

--

--

NSB13

30c

blue

20.00

10.00

40.00

22.00

30.00

NSB14

40c

blue

45.00

25.00

90.00

50.00

65.00

NSB15

50c

blue

110.00

65.00

220.00

130.00

150.00

FREE - ELECTRONIC SUBSCRIPTIONS
subscribe/unsubscribe on our website
you will have access to our newsletters in full colour
as well as the #1 Canadian revenue stock.

The 2017 Canadian revenue
stamp catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam

The definitive and only catalogue for
Canada & provinces Revenues,
Telephone & Telegraph franks,
Duck, hunting & Wildlife Conservation stamps.
Spiral bound - 214 pages - 1200 color photos
prices include Air Mail shipping, packing,
insurance + applicable taxes in Canada.
Ontario & Maritime Provinces Cdn ........... $37.66
15 different 1880, 1883 Canada Cigarette strips.
rest of Canada........................................... $35.00 Very fresh unused, no gum as issued. Includes perforated, imperforate, with & without control numbers, various
to USA....................................................... $40.00 Ports of Entry. Some are watermarked. Have sold similar for as much as $100....while they last - $75 (±US$60)
All other countries...................................... $50.00
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BCT13* - 1918 green
B. C. Telephone Frank.
Very fresh mint no gum as issued.
All perfs complete and intact.
$100 (±US$80)

Newfoundland
NFR3 - 25c blue
VF used
$35 (±US$28)

NEWFOUNDLAND 1910 GEORGE V
NFR16a-19a - 5c-50c perf. 11, NFR24,25 - 50c - $1 without
imprint at bottom. Nice fresh used copies. F/VF.
Cat $62 - $39 (±US$31.20)

1915 George V. LAW STAMP
FSC13 - 10c blue
VF/Superb used.
Cat $1000 - $550 (±US$440)

Great Northwestern
BCT14* - 1919 blue
Telegraph TGN1a* - 1890 blue
B. C. Telephone Frank.
Very fresh mint no gum as issued. VF mint original gum on very
thin paper. Cat. $60
All perfs complete and intact.
$50 (±US$40)
$100 (±US$80)

1940 New Brunswick Tobacco Tax
NBT1 - 4 1c to 5c complete unused, no gum as
issued. Rouletted with value at left. Complete sets
seldom offered. Very fresh. Cat. value $92.50
$69 (± US$55.20)

Great Northwestern
FCF3 - $1 orange on small
BCT15* - 1920 green
Telegraph TGN2a* - 1891 red piece with complete “PARIS
B. C. Telephone Frank.
Fine mint original gum on very
Canadian Consulate.....”
Very fresh mint no gum as issued.
thin paper. Cat $85
cancel. Catalogues $50.
All perfs complete and intact.
$60 (±US$48)
Very attractive - $25 (±US$20)
$120 (±US$96)

Great Northwestern
BCT16* - 1921 brown
Telegraph TGN3* - 1892 green
B. C. Telephone Frank.
VF mint original gum. Cat. $75
Very fresh mint no gum as issued.
$60 (±US$48)
All perfs complete and intact.
$120 (±US$96)

BCT17* - 1922 green
B. C. Telephone Frank.
Very fresh mint no gum as issued.
All perfs complete and intact.
$100 (±US$80)
Subscribe to our website
mailing list. Confirm
subscription when you receive
request for confirmation.
You are not subscribed until
you confirm.

Ryan RS112/Brandom S150*
- 1/16 lb blue 1885 Canada
Snuff stamp. Beautiful beaver
design. unused, no gum as
issued. Typical centering,
scarce - $50 (±US$40)

PET5b* - 3c with major
misalignment of colours.
Cat $50 - $35 (±US$128)

FCF3 - $1 orange on piece
with complete “BRUXELLES/
BRUSSELS CANADIAN
EMBASSY-AMBASSADE DU
CANADA” cancel. Cat. $50
Very attractive - $35 (±US$28)

FSC15 - 25c dark blue.
tiny almost invisible internal
bend above “676” VF used
otherwise. Cat. $325
$145 (±US$115)

Precancels FWT7a, 8a, 10a*NH, 11a, 11b, 12b, 17a x 2.
Much better than usual. FWT12b has very tiny fault as always.
Exceptionally nice group. Cat. $869 - $495 (±US$396)

1955 NOVA SCOTIA - CAPE BRETON LAW STAMPS
NSC16 - 19* Complete set 25c - $3. The $3 is a very rare value - have only
seen a few copies in 45 years. Catalogue value $843 - $575 (±US460)

OVERPRINTS on 1955 CAPE BRETON LAW STAMPS
NSC20 - 23* COMPLETE set $1.00 to $3.00. Very Rare set that was in use
only for a very brief period and could only be purchased in one location in
Sydney. Very few exist. 100% genuine as these were
originally purchased by me directly from the source.
Catalogue value $800 - $560 (±US$448)

Ryan RS112/Brandom S150*
1/16 lb blue 1885 Snuff stamp.
Beaver design. Unused, no gum
as issued. Beautifully centered.
$95 (±US$76)
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2017 WINTER SALE - Part 1 - Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back! - Offer good until December 31, 2017 or until items sold out.
Undamaged unused and used stamps as noted - typical condition for the issue. Unused is often without gum - particularly on early issues (my choice). If you must
have gum or *NH or any other special requirements please send wantlist with details and I will quote prices. In some cases I can supply VF at a premium. All
stamps offered subject unsold. Some are one of a kind, 1st come 1st served. Prices in Cdn dollars. Deduct 20% exchange discount if paying by US$ cash,
check, draft, or money order. If paying by credit card - your credit card company will automatically convert Cdn$ to US$ at current exchange rate.
#
description...................uncan...........used FG20
60c blue (shades)........ 10.50........1.63 FWM18 20c black......................... -.--.......24.50
BILL STAMPS
FG21
75c blue (shades)........... -.--.......12.25 FWM19 30c black...................... 64.00......45.50
FB1
1c
blue....................... 40.00........9.75 FG22
$1
blue (shades).......... 3.20........1.63 FWM20 50c black...................... 90.00......48.00
FB2
2c
blue....................... 32.00........8.13 FG23
$1.50 blue (shades)........... -.--.......68.00 FWM21 $1
black...................... 93.75....112.50
FB3
3c
blue....................... 36.00........3.90 FG24
$2
blue (shades)........ 20.00........5.25 FWM22 1c
black...................... 58.50......44.00
FB4
4c
blue....................... 21.00........9.75 FG25
$4
blue (shades)........ 72.00......48.00 FWM23 2c
black...................... 26.00......24.50
FB5
5c
blue....................... 22.50......10.50 FG26
$10 blue (shades)........ 33.75........2.60 FWM24 5c
black......................... -.--.......14.00
FB6
6c
blue....................... 30.00........4.55 FG27
$2
blue, blue #.............. -.--.......15.75 FWM25 10c black...................... 36.00......26.13
FB7
7c
blue......................... 9.75......10.50 FG27a		
purple control #........ -.--.........4.88 FWM26 15c black...................... 20.00......10.50
FB8
8c
blue......................... 9.75........6.50 FG28
$4
blue, purple #........... -.--.........2.44 FWM27 20c black...................... 14.40........5.25
FB9
9c
blue....................... 30.00........4.88 FG28a		
off white paper.......... -.--.........4.23 FWM28 30c black...................... 14.40........5.25
FB10
10c blue....................... 46.75........8.45 FG29
$10 blue, purple #........ 30.00........0.98 FWM29 50c black...................... 14.40........4.20
FB11
20c blue.......................... -.--.......14.00 FG30
$3
blue....................... 54.00......45.00 FWM30 $1
black...................... 20.00......12.50
FB12
30c blue.......................... -.--.......48.75 FG31
$3
blue....................... 20.00........4.55 FWM31 $1.50 black......................... -.--.........5.60
FB13
40c blue.......................... -.--.......60.00 FG31b		
purple control #........ -.--.........2.28 FWM32 $2
black......................... -.--.........3.50
FB14
50c blue..................... 136.00......68.00
ELECTRICAL INSPECTION
FWM33		
no value, red......... 32.50........ -.-FB15
$1
blue.......................... -.--.....180.00 FE1
25c vermilion................... -.--.......24.50 FWM34 5c
black...................... 48.00......24.50
FB16
$2
blue....................... 63.75......42.50 FE2
50c vermilion................... -.--.......32.00 FWM35 10c black.................... 210.00....191.25
FB17
$3
blue....................... 48.00......68.00 FE3
$1
vermilion................... -.--.......14.00 FWM36 15c black...................... 68.00......44.00
FB18
1c
red......................... 15.00........3.25 FE4
$2
vermilion................... -.--.......14.00 FWM37 20c black......................... -.--.......31.50
FB19
2c
red......................... 16.00........4.00 FE5
$3
vermilion................... -.--.......11.40 FWM38 30c black...................... 27.63......18.00
FB20
3c
red......................... 16.00........3.25 FE6
$5
vermilion................... -.--.......36.00 FWM39 50c black........................ 4.50........2.25
FB21
4c
red......................... 26.25......28.00 FE7
$10 vermilion................... -.--.........9.00 FWM40 75c black......................... -.--.......28.00
FB22
5c
red......................... 24.00......12.00 FE8
25c vermilion, blue #....... -.--.......12.00 FWM41 $1
black......................... -.--.........7.15
FB23
6c
red......................... 17.00........3.25 FE8a
25c purple control #........ -.--.........7.20 FWM42 $1.50 black......................... -.--.......20.00
FB24
7c
red......................... 16.25......38.00 FE9
25c carmine.................... -.--.........7.50 FWM43 $1.50 white label................ -.--.......17.50
FB25
8c
red......................... 56.00......52.00 FE10
50c vermilion................... -.--.........0.90 FWM44 $2
black...................... 12.00........7.20
FB26
9c
red......................... 16.00........3.25 FE10a		
purple control #........ -.--.........0.90 FWM45 5c
black...................... 72.00......60.00
FB27
10c blue....................... 17.50........3.90 FE11
60c vermilion,purple #.... 6.00........0.50 FWM45a purple control #................... -.--.......71.25
FB28
20c blue....................... 26.25........5.20 FE12
75c vermilion................... -.--.........2.10 FWM46 10c black...................... 48.00......35.00
FB29
30c blue....................... 30.00........5.20 FE12a		
purple control #....... 7.50........0.50 FWM46a purple control #................ 36.00......24.50
FB30
30c red............................ -.--.......60.00 FE13
$1
vermilion................... -.--.........3.00 FWM47 15c black...................... 32.00......24.75
FB31
40c blue....................... 68.00......40.00 FE13a		
purple control #........ -.--.........2.63 FWM47a purple control #................ 40.50......40.50
FB32
50c blue.......................... -.--.......26.25 FE14
$2
vermilion................... -.--.........4.00 FWM48 30c black...................... 21.00......28.00
FB33
$1
red,green ctr........ 360.00....180.00 FE14a		
purple control #........ -.--.........0.60 FWM48a purple control #................ 15.00......14.00
FB34
$1
green, red ctr....... 320.00....150.00 FE15
$3
vermilion................... -.--.........1.40 FWM49 50c black......................... -.--.......52.50
FB35
$2
red, violet ctr....... 356.25........ -.-FE15a		
purple control #........ -.--.........2.10 FWM50 75c black...................... 17.00........8.05
FB36
$3
red, blue ctr......... 412.50........ -.-FE16
$5
vermilion.................. 6.50........1.50 FWM51 $1
black........................ 6.60........4.20
FB37
1c
brown...................... 1.63........0.30 FE16a		
purple control #..... 28.00........3.75 FWM51a purple control #................ 10.50........8.40
FB38
2c
brown.................... 76.00......28.00 FE17
$10 vermilion................ 31.50........2.00 FWM52 $1.50 black......................... -.--.........3.00
FB39
2c
orange..................... 1.63........0.30 FE17a		
purple control #..... 36.00........1.88 FWM52a purple control #................ 14.00........4.50
FB40
3c
green....................... 1.63........0.25
ELECTRICITY & GAS INSPECTION
FWM53 $5
black...................... 67.50......60.00
FB41
4c
brown...................... 3.25........3.00 FEG1
50c vermilion.................. 1.75........2.25 FWM54 $10 black......................... -.--.......24.50
FB42
5c
orange..................... 1.63........0.81 FEG2
60c vermilion.................. 1.50........0.50 FWM55 $5
black...................... 12.25........4.80
FB43
6c
green....................... 1.63........0.25 FEG3
75c vermilion.................. 1.40........0.50 FWM55a $5
purple control #..... 14.00........4.80
FB44
7c
orange..................... 4.55........3.90 FEG4
$1
vermilion.................. 4.80......10.00 FWM56 $10 black......................... -.--.......24.00
FB45
8c
brown...................... 4.88........4.23 FEG5
$2
vermilion................... -.--.........0.50 FWM56a		
purple control #..... 18.00........6.65
FB46
9c
green....................... 2.28........0.30 FEG6
$3
vermilion.................. 3.00........0.45 FWM56b FWM56a jump # pair.......... -.--.......75.00
FB47
10c blue......................... 2.60........0.55 FEG7
$10 vermilion................ 10.00........0.52 FWM57 $2
black......................... -.--.......88.00
FB48
20c blue......................... 4.55........0.62 FEG8
60c blue.......................... -.--.........1.50 FWM58 20c black......................... -.--.......16.88
FB49
30c blue......................... 4.88........0.98 FEG9
$2
blue......................... 5.10........1.10 FWM58a 20c purple control #........ -.--.......21.00
FB50
40c blue......................... 6.50........2.93 FEG10 $3
blue......................... 6.00........3.50 FWM59 $2
black......................... -.--.........3.60
FB51
50c blue......................... 5.85........1.95 FEG11
$10 blue.......................... -.--.........0.98 FWM59a $2
purple control #....... 5.00........3.00
FB52
$1
blue,black ctr......... 19.50........9.75
WEIGHTS & MEASURES
FWM59b FWM59a jump # pair.......... -.--.......52.50
FB53
$2
red,black ctr.......... 45.50......24.50 FWM1
5c
black...................... 66.50......42.00 FWM60 5c
black......................... -.--.......14.88
FB54
$3
green,black ctr...... 56.25......26.25 FWM2
10c black...................... 66.50......42.00 FWM61 10c black........................ 4.20........8.00
FWM3
15c black...................... 66.50......45.00 FWM62 15c black........................ 7.00......12.00
GAS INSPECTION
20c black...................... 88.00......52.00 FWM63 20c black........................ 7.50......12.00
FG1
25c blue....................... 32.00........5.85 FWM4
30c black.................... 187.50....140.00 FWM64 30c black........................ 4.20........4.90
FG2
50c blue.......................... -.--.........8.00 FWM5
1c
blue..................... 128.00....128.00 FWM65 50c black........................ 2.00........1.75
FG3
$1
blue....................... 32.00........7.80 FWM6
2c
blue..................... 128.00....144.00 FWM66 75c black........................ 2.00........1.75
FG4
$1.50 blue.......................... -.--.........7.50 FWM7
30c black.................... 202.50....180.00 FWM67 $1
black........................ 1.50........1.05
FG5
$2
blue....................... 36.00........7.50 FWM8
50c black......................... -.--.......66.50 FWM68 $1.50 black........................ 4.00........1.40
FG6
$3
blue.......................... -.--.....160.00 FWM9
black...................... 76.50......56.00 FWM69 $2
black........................ 3.00........1.05
FG7
$4
blue.......................... -.--.....318.75 FWM10 $1
black........................ 5.20........1.05
FG9
25c blue....................... 36.00........5.20 FWM11 $1.50 black...................... 46.75......21.00 FWM70 $5
black...................... 42.50......10.80 FWM71 $10 black...................... 20.00......22.50
FG10
50c blue....................... 32.00........3.25 FWM12 $2
black...................... 56.25......45.50
CONSULAR FEES
FG11
$1
blue.......................... -.--.........6.50 FWM13 1c
black.................... 120.00....105.00 FCF1 25c blue, mint is *NH......... 150.00...225.00
FG13
$2
blue.......................... -.--.....420.00 FWM14 2c
black...................... 59.50......45.50 FCF2 50c carmine,mint is *NH...... 24.00.....24.00
FG14
$3
blue....................... 31.50........6.30 FWM15 5c
FG15
$4
blue....................... 35.00......14.00 FWM16 10c black......................... -.--.....140.00 FCF3 $1 orange, mint is *NH...... 19.50.....20.00
FG16
$10 blue....................... 44.00......14.00 FWM17 15c black......................... -.--.....200.00 FCF4 $2 brown, mint is *NH........ 19.50.....20.00
FCF5 $5 green, mint is *NH........ 67.50.....62.50
FG18
25c blue (shades)........ 10.80........1.63
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- to be continued FG19
50c blue (shades).......... 5.20........1.63

1908 Saskatchewan
Promissory note.
small document
4” x 7 ¼” easily fits
album page. SL1-5c
+ 2 x SL22 - 10c.
Bottom right corner
document crease
ends in small closed
tear. "S"askatoon
punch. Scarce
SL1 on document
$60 (±US$48)

1908
Saskatchewan
Prom. note.
small document
4” x 7 ¼” easily
fits album page.
SL13-5c +
2 x SL22 - 10c.
"S"askatoon
punch. Several
available.
SL13 scarce on
document
$35 (±US$28)

Saskatchewan hunting
stamp & Angling licenses
16 different pristine condition.
Fishing licenses have duplicate attached to the back. Several are Rare“NONRESIDENT” - typically almost impossible to find. 2015 Catalog value "Stover
& Rubec Canadian Hunting & Fishing catalog" for just the 8 hunting stamps
is $565. "VOID" does not touch the actual hunting stamps, but just the licenses.
SASKATCHEWAN 1998 SWANS
Catalog does not price the various licenses nor do they give an on license price.
by Mia Lane
Images greatly reduced. Cat. $565 + all the unlisted items.
SW9c - Mini Sheet of 4 artist signed
SH710//SH740 + UNLISTED - $125 (±US$100)
by Mia Lane with original covers
+ IMPERF PROOF SHEET
on thick shiny paper + PROOF SHEET
of original cover on thick shiny paper.
Items are shown greatly reduced size
$125 (±US$100)

WWII Canada War Savings Certificate.
Special form used to save War Savings stamp. Once form was filled up it could
be exchanged for a $5 savings bond. Regulations on one side and the stamps
are on the other. Nice document with many different war savings stamps affixed
FWS6 x 6, FWS7 - 10, FWS11 x 2, FWS12 x 2 with total cat. value of $387.50.
The document looks better in real than on the scan. You won’t be disappointed
with this attractive document at a Very attractive price - $200 (±US$160)

1908 Massey Harris cpl. Chattel
Mortgage SL24-25c pair one without
period after “c”, other large period. VF
document - $45 (±US$36)
QUEBEC 1919 PROHIBITION
QP1, 2, 5, 7 - 1c, 2, 10c, 50c.
All perf. 11 very fresh unused, no gum
Used copies are almost always faulty, so
it is a nice treat to see these without faults
Seldom offered cat $275
$195 (±US$156 )

SL24 without • after “C”
on nice clean small promissory note.
You get document similar to this one $10 (±US$8)
SL24 - tiny • after “C”
on nice clean small promissory note. You
get similar document - $12.50 (±US$10)
SL24 - small • after “C”
on nice clean small promissory note.
You get similar document - $10 (±US$8)
SL24- large square • after “C”
on nice clean small promissory note. You
get similar document - 12.50 (±US$10)

1875 Lindsay, ON $4000 note on the Ontario Bank.
Spectacular block of 12 x FB47-10c blue pays the required $1.20 rate.
Largest multiple I have seen on document - $150 (±US$120)
“THE CREDIT UNION DESJARDINS” in English language.
Now listed and priced in the 2017 Canadian revenue stamp catalogue.
Images have been enlarged for clarity. I have several of each available.

QCP7* - 1c brown QCP8* - 5c blue QCP9* - 10c green QCP1* - 25c red
unused no gum
unused, trace of
unused, trace o.g. unused, trace o.g.
$35 (±US$28)
o.g. $30 (±US$24) $180 (±US$144)
$45 (±US$36)
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Private Treaty offers from the Chesapeake collection - These are Superior Quality collections. There might be the odd minor fault or as described.

Canada Supreme Court Law stamp collection 1876 - 1967 including rarely seen "IN PRIZE" overprints
Very attractive collection mounted in mounts and written up on Scott album pages. Pretty close to completion. Includes FSC1 - 6 perf. 12 or 12 x 11½ each one
has very neat manuscript "cancelled" in pen and $5 has additionally 2 x "cancelled" in purple hand stamp - the owner considered them full gum specimens. FSC1*,
2* small perf fault , FSC1, 3 and 6 all with control numbers of "81" or lower. FSC4 - 6 perf. 12 thin paper. FSC1, 2, 5, 6 - perf. 12, FSC7, 7a, 8 x 2 shades, FSC9
block of 6, FSC11, 12, 13, 14a, 15 document fold, 16, 17, 18* ng, 18 x 7 shades, 18a, 18a*NH, 20, 21 - 24*NH, FSC21-22a, 21 used block of 4, FSC21 on small
document, 23, 24 - 26, 25, 25a*NH. Rarely seen "IN PRIZE" OVERPRINTS FSC29* - 10c original gum with hinge remnant, FSC29a* original gum with hinge
remnant (major closed tear and fault) - 10c with red "IN PRIZE" overprint + purple "IN PRIZE" overprint. FSC30* og - $1 original gum with hinge remnant with
red "IN PRIZE" overprint . FSC31* mint Never Hinged - 25c King George V with red "IN PRIZE" OVERPRINT. A lovely collection. Condition is much nicer than
usual as the owner was very particular of the quality he purchased. There are a couple of minor perf faults not affecting any of the major pieces.
Call or email with any questions you have. Cat. value is $15006+ . Seems reasonable at $5700 - (±US$4560)
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND TOBACCO TAX COLLECTION.
Mounted collection in mounts. Complete booklet panes of 5 including tab with imprint at
top, mint as issued without gum with the exception of PET1e which was issued with gum.
Included are PET1m* (stamps are mint never hinged, counted as mint NH singles), 1g, 1n,
1n watermarked, 1l, PET2e, 2f, 2c, PET4d, 4e, 4f, PET5 watermarked, 5a, 5c, 6a, 6c.
Catalogue value $2377.50. Nice collections like this rarely seen - $1295 (±US$1036).
New Brunswick revenue collection.
Mounted collection in mounts with Law Stamps NBL1 - 4
+ 2 used sets on piece. Unlisted manuscript "20" on
NBL4. I cannot guarantee this item to be genuine. It is the
only one I have ever seen, the owner says he purchased it
around 1970 as part of an almost complete Canada revenue
collection and thought it to be genuine.(no value has been
included for this item in the total catalog value. NBL5 - 8,
7a + couple extra shades, NBL9-12 , NBL13-18 complete
used, NBL13-18 complete mint never hinged + some extra
shades, NBL22*NH. Probate Stamps NBP1-6 used, NBP7-8, 11-13. NBP14-20*NH 10c-$100 (consisting of NBP14, 15, 16a, 17, 18b, 19b, 20*NH). Tobacco
tax all mint no gum as issued. NBT1, 2a, 3a, 4a, 4a watermarked, 7c, 8d, 9b, 11d, 11e, 12c, 12d, 13b, 13c x 2 shades, 14d.
Total catalogue value $4413.50 + Unlisted - $2650 (±US$2120)
British Columbia Revenue collection.
Mounted collection in mounts. BCL1-4, 5, 6*, 7, 7a,
10-15, 15a, 16-21, 22-27, 28-31, 32-36, 37-40, 40b*NH,
41-45, 51-55*NH, 46-50*NH, BCH1-5, BCP1*NH-Police
Inspection stamp, BCH2 rarely seen hospital tax on
document - 15 municipal aid tax tickets (3 different
in strips of 5). A nice collection with many in complete
sets. Cat $1791.75 - $795 (±US$636)

YUKON REVENUE COLLECTION
Mounted collection in mounts. YL1-6 mint complete set with diagonal purple "cancelled" on each value and considered proofs. Have counted these as a complete
mint set in total cat. value. Complete set YL1 - 6 used with small "cancelled" punch. YL1*, 2*, YL3 with stamped cancel. YL7 - 12 complete with purple "cancelled"
and manuscript "x" in pen (counted as mint set in total cat. value). YL7 - 12 used with large "cancelled" punch. YL7 - 9, 10, 12 used, YL13. Mint never hinged
overprints YL14a*NH, 16*NH, 17*NH, 19*NH. Very nice collection of this popular area.
Total cat. value $5719. - Seems reasonable at $3200 (±US$2560)
If you would like more details on any of the above collections please call or email me - interest free payment plan available - the owner wants to sell
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QUEBEC WILDLIFE CONSERVATION - WINTER SPECIAL.
Mint never hinged - very attractive designs. Major discounts

QW10a*NH - 1997 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $100 - $50 (±US$40)
QW1a*NH - 1988 miniature sheet of 4 QW6a*NH - 1993 miniature sheet of 4
QW10e*NH artist signed - $60 (±US$48)
Cat. $300 - $110 (±US$88)
Cat. $65 - $30 (±US$24)
QW10b*NH imperf, artist signed &
QW6e*NH - artist signed - $40 (±US$32) numbered Cat $200 - $95 (±US$76)

QW2a*NH - 1989 miniature sheet of 4
Cat $100 - $40 (±US$32)

QW11a*NH - 1998 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $180 - $95 (±US$76)

QW7a*NH - 1994 miniature sheet of 4 QW12a*NH - 1999 miniature sheet of 4
QW13a*NH - 2000 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $75 - $35 (±US$28)
Cat. $60 - $28 (±US$22.40)
Cat. $75 - $35 (±US$28)
QW7e*NH artist signed - $40 (±US$32) QW12e*NH - artist signed - $40 (±US$32)
QW13e*NH - artist signed - $40 (±US$32)
QW7b*NH imperf, artist signed &
numbered Cat $350 - $150 (±US$120)

QW3a*NH - 1990 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $80 - $40 (±US$32)

QW8a*NH - 1995 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $60 - $28 (±US$22.40)
QW8e*NH artist signed - $40 (±US$32)
QW8b*NH imperf, artist signed &
numbered Cat $300 - $125 (±US$100)

QW4a*NH - 1991 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $80 - $35 (±US$28)

QW9a*NH - 1996 miniature sheet of 4
Cat. $75 - $30 (±US$24)
QW9e*NH artist signed - $45 (±US$36)
QW9b*NH imperf, artist signed &
numbered Cat $300 - $130 (±US$104)
1931 SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
QW9Ba - Capex overprint
3
page
Judgment
- $10 fee paid with 2 copies of FSC12 - $5 black, purple
cat $100 - $40 (±US$32)
QW5a*NH - 1992 miniature sheet of 4
control numbers. Supreme Court documents are Extremely Rare.
QW9Bc artist signed - $40 (±US$32)
Cat. $80 - $35 (±US$28)
Ex: Chesapeake collection. Spectacular - $1500 (±US$1200)
QW5e*NH artist signed - $45 (±US$36)
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1897 Canada Tobacco Stamps. Illustrations greatly reduced in size. 5 Pounds and over values are roughly the size of a banknote
All in pristine unused condition, no gum as issued. They are over 120 years old, so an occasional light bend or trivial fault may be found.
Spectacular engravings by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa. Catalogue numbers used. First number starting with “M” is from the Lee Brandom catalogue. 2nd
number starting with "RM" is from the Ryan catalogue which can be downloaded at no charge, courtesy of the author Christopher Ryan, directly from our website.

M398-RM366* - 1 Pound blue with 7 coupons at left.
Pristine condition - $20 (±US$16)

M401TP-RM357c - 1 Pound green PROOF
without control number. No coupons.
VF - $30 (±US$24)

M400-RM357a* - 1 Pound green with 7 coupons at left.
Pristine condition - $20 (±US$16)

M404-RM357a - 1 Pound red with 7 coupons at left
Pristine condition - $20 (±US$16)

M416-RM367* - 5 lb blue, red control numbers,
without coupons.
Pristine condition - $20 (±US$16)

M419-RM370a* - 20 lb blue, red control numbers,
with 10 coupons.
Pristine condition - $25 (±US$20)

M405/406TP-RM348c - 1 Pound red PROOF
without control numbers. No coupons.
VF - $25 (±US$20)

M417-RM368a* - 10 lb blue, red control numbers,
with 9 coupons.
Pristine condition - $25 (±US$20)

M421-RM358a* - 5 lb green, red control numbers, with 9
coupons.
Pristine condition - $35 (±US$28)

M422-RM359a* - 10 lb green, red control numbers with 9 coupons.
M421TP-RM358an* - 5 lb green, PROOF, no control numbers
Pristine condition - $25 (±US$20)
Pristine condition - $30 (±US$24)
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